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SMD WORLD SCHOOL 
       KOT SUKHIA (FARIDKOT) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Instructions for the parents 

1. Please do not call the teacher on the phone at the reception . The child has 

notebooks and  diary so please communicate through the notebooks and 

diary. 

2. Send only a chocolate or 2 toffees per child on your child’s birthday. Please 

don’t send gift to school. 

3. The child is to deposit drawing book, colours,  pencils , eraser & sharpener 

with the class teacher. 

4.Student should have two note books for English ,  Maths one will remain with 

teacher other will be given to the student for HW. 

5. Parents are requested to pay attention towards the HW. Child should do his 

HW regularly. 

6. Not more than one leave is sanctioned in a month. 

7. If parents changed their address &  Phone No. Please inform to the school for 

the same. 

8. For any query parents can call on:77172-33700 

SYLLABUS 

Term-I (2023-24) 

Class : P-I 
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Syllabus for the  Month of April-2023 

 English:-  
1. Small cursive letters :- a-z 

2. Reading, Writing & Learning of spelling sound of ‘a’ 

3. Dodging (a-z) 

4. Joining (A-M) 

5. Book Reading of page no.14 

6. Book Reading and writing Pg. no. 3  to 11 

7. Complete the page no. 15 on book 

 Maths:-  
1. Write & Learn D.C 1-80 with dodging 

2. Reverse Counting (R.C ) 10-1 

3. Missing no. 1-80 

4. Count and circle the correct No. (1-10) 

5. Count and write (1-10) 

6. Count and match (1-10) 

7. Add sums of single digit with lines e.g. :-  

   
8. Concept of bigger/smaller 

9. Shape:  Draw a square 

10. Join the dots :1-10 

11. Maths book: Pg :3, 4, 19, 20, 37, 38, 39, 40, 54 & 56 

 Punjabi :-   
1. Write & Learn : h , g , s , k 

2. Punjabi book :- a – h (Reading ) 

 Conversation  :- 
1. Conversation book :Pg.no. 4 
2. List A-B (1-5) Sentences, Moral Ques. (1-5), Moral Sci. (1-5) from syllabus 
3. Composition :-Ball 
4. Classroom objects: Chair , Table , Board , Desk , Bench , Duster , Chalk , Dustbin  

& Fan etc. 
 Eng.Rhymes :- Pg.no. 2 & 3 (From Text Book) 

 Hindi Rhymes :- Pg.no. 2, 3 & 4(From Text Book) 
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 Pic. Book:- Pg. no. 4, 5 & 6 

 Drawing Book : Pg :2 , 3 , 4 & 5  

Syllabus for the  Month May-2023 

 English:-  
1. Joining : A-M , M to Z 

2. Reading , Writing & Learning of spelling sound of  ‘a’ 
3. See & Write 

4. Match with picture 

5. Circle the correct word 

6. See the picture and complete the word 

7. Book Reading & Writing pg. no.14 & 29 

8. Rhyming words  : at, an, ap, ad 

 Maths:-  
1. Write & Learn D.C 1-100 with dodging 

2. Reverse Counting (R.C)  20-11 

3. What comes after 1-10 

4. Missing no. 1-100 

5. Concept of  Taller/Shorter 

6. Shape : Draw a triangle 

7. In words :- 1 & 2 

8. Maths Text Book : Pg : 5, 6, 14, 15, 22, 23, 25, 35, 36 ,46, 57, 58 & 59 

 Punjabi :-   
1. Write & Learn : a , e , | , A , K , G 

2. Revise a-| with Dodging 

3. See and write 

4. Match the same letter 

5. Circle the correct letter 

6. Match with picture 

7. Punjabi book : (ਕ-ਙ)  

8. Circle the any letter (ੳ-ਙ) 

9. Complete the Pg.no. 7 & 8 (on book) 

 Conversation  :- 
1. Conversation book : Pg. no. 8 & 9 

2. List A-B (1-10) Sentences, Moral Sci. (1-10), Moral Ques. (1-10)from Syllabus 

3. School bag objects : Books , Notebooks , Pencil box , Lunch box , Water bottle , 

color box , Pencil , Eraser  & Sharpener. 
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 Story telling : The Rabbit and Tortoise (with action) 
 Pic. Book: Pg. no. 3, 7, 8 & 9 

 Eng.  Rhymes : pg. no.: 4, 5 & 6 (From text book) 

 Hindi Rhymes :pg. no. 5, 6 & 7(From text book) 

 Drawing Book :pg. no. : 6, 7 , 8 & 9  

Syllabus for the  Month July-2023 

 English:-  
1. Reading  , writing and learning :sound ‘ i ’ 
2. See & Write 
3. Match with picture  
4. Circle the correct word (from sound a/i) 
5. Rhyming words : in, id, it, ib, ip, ix 
6. See the picture and complete the word 
7. Book Reading and writing of Pg. no. : 18, 32 & 33 
8. Pg. no. 19, 34 complete on Book 
9. Circle the odd one out 
10. Animals name. 
11. Use of This/That 
12. Matching : for example  
c                     bat 
 
b                    cat 

 Maths:-  
1. Write & Learn D.C 1-100 with dodging 
2. Missing no. 1-100 
3. R.C 30-21 
4. What comes before, after and between (1-10) 
5. Write In words (1-5)/ In figures (1-5)       
6. Concept of Heavier/Lighter 
7. Maths Text Book : pg. no. : 9,16,17,18,21,24,33,43,45,47,60,61&77 
Punjabi :-   

1. Revise: a-| with dodg. 

2. Write & Learn ੳ-ਣ with dodg. 

3. See & Write  
4. Match with same letters 
5. Circle the correct letter 
6. Match with Picture 

7. Punjabi Book:  ਟ-ਣ 

8. Circle the any letter (ੳ-ਣ) 

9. Complete the page no. : 13, 14, 19, & 20 

 Conversation  :- 

1. Conversation book : Pg. no. 10 & 11 
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2. List A-B (1-15) Sentences, Moral Sci. (1-15), Moral Ques. (1-15)from Syllabus 

3. Bedroom objects :- Bed, curtain ,table , table lamp , mat , flower pot , sceneries , 

fan ,  tube Light , bed sheet , pillow , over sheet etc. 

4. Composition :- ‘Dustbin’ 

 Story : The Thirsty Crow 

 Eng. Rhymes :- Pg. no. 7 & 8 (From text book) 

 Hindi Rhymes :- Pg. no. 8, 9, 10 & 11 (From text book) 

 Pic. Book:- Pg. no. 10,11, 12 & 13 

 Drawing Book : pg : 10, 11, 12  & 13 

Syllabus for the  Month August-2023 

 English:-  
Revision of sound ‘a’ , ‘i’  

 Maths:-  
1. Write & Learn D.C 1-100 with dodging 
2. R.C 30-1 
3. Shapes: Triangle        

 Punjabi :-   
1. Revise  :a- x with dodg. 

2. Fill ups a-x 

3. Punjabi Book : a-x 

4. Complete the pg. no. 25 & 26 

 Conversation  :- 
1. Conversation book : Pg.no. 12 & 14 

2. List A (1-15), List B (1-20), , Moral Sci. (1-15), Moral Ques. (1-15)from Syllabus 

3. Composition :- Fan 

 Pic. Book: Revision 

 Eng. Rhymes:-Revision 

 Hindi Rhymes :-Revision 

 
September-2023 

Revision of Whole syllabus of all subjects 

Phy. Education Activity General Get up 

1. Stand at ease / Attention Baisakhi celebration  Uniform 

2. Back/ Front/Zig Zag race Poem Recitation Competition Maintenance personal 
hygiene 
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Story Telling 

 The Rabbit and the tortoise  
1. The rabbit runs fast . 
2. The tortoise runs slow . 
3. They ran a race. 
4. The rabbit stopped . 
5. He slept . 
6. The tortoise ran non-stop. 
7. He  won the race. 
Moral :-Slow and steady wins the race. 
 
 The Thirsty crow 
1. Once there was a crow. 
2. He was very thirsty. 
3. He flew here and there for water. 
4. He saw a pot of water. 
5. The water was very low in the pot. 
6. He put some stones in the pot. 
7. The water rose up. 
8. He drank water and flew away. 

Moral :-Where there is a will ,there is a way. 

 
 
 

Composition 
 

 Ball 

1. What is this ? 

Ans.This is a ball. 

2. What is the colour of the ball ? 

3. Frog and hopping race Coloring Attendance 

4. Jogging Solo dance / Fun Games  

 

 

Maintain of books and 
notebooks 

5. Mass P.T. Picnic celebration 

 Art and Craft 

 Show and Tell 

 Story telling Competition 

 Calligraphy Competition  

 Good habits week 

 

https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=BKBZHbVt&id=A383F648211A1EEFAA7A601950386430616C788E&thid=OIP.BKBZHbVtsjQ6H7KcPxIyewHaHa&mediaurl=https://i.pinimg.com/originals/04/a0/59/04a0591db56db2343a1fb29c3f12327b.jpg&exph=1600&expw=1600&q=Ball+Clip+Art&simid=608054981383882048&selectedIndex=193
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Ans:- Its colour is red. 

3. What is it made of ? 

Ans.It is made of plastic. 

4.What is the shape of the ball? 

Ans.It is round in shape. 

5. What do you do with the ball ? 

Ans.I play with it. 

 

 

 Dustbin  

1. What is this ? 

Ans.This is a dustbin. 

2. What is it made of ? 

Ans. It is made of plastic. 

 3.What is the shape of the dustbin. 

Ans. It is round in shape. 

4.What do you throw in the dustbin? 

Ans I throw waste papers in the dustbin. 

5.  What is the colour of the dustbin? 

Ans. Its colour is Red. 

 

 

 Fan 

1. What is this ? 

Ans.This is a fan. 

2. What is the colour of the fan ? 

Ans .Its colour is white. 

3. What is it made of? 

Ans.It is made of iron. 

4. How many blades does it have? 

Ans:-It has three blades. 

5. What does it give us ? 

Ans:-It gives us air. 
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Moral Science 

Answer the Questions in full sentences:- 

1. Do you brush your teeth daily? 

Ans:- Yes, I brush my teeth daily. 

2:- Do you fight in the class? 

Ans:- No, I do not fight in the class. 

3. Do you wish your elders? 

Ans. Yes, I wish my elders. 

4. Do you eat junk food? 

Ans. No, I don’t eat junk food. 

5. Do you bite hard things? 

Ans. No, I don’t bite hard things. 

6. Do you always speak the truth? 

Ans . Yes, I always speak the truth. 

7. Do you play in your class? 

Ans. No, I don’t play in my class. 

8. Do you polish your shoes daily? 

Ans. Yes, I polish my shoes daily. 

9. Do you abuse each other? 

Ans. No, I don’t abuse each other. 

10. Do you welcome your guest? 

Ans. Yes, I welcome my guest. 

11. Do you wear shoes while walking? 

Ans. Yes, I wear shoes while walking. 

12. Do you waste food? 

Ans. No, I don’t waste food. 
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13. Do you stand on bench? 

Ans. No, I don’t stand in bench. 

14. Do you fight in the class? 

Ans. No,I don’t fight in the class. 

15. Do you read in dim light? 

Ans. No,I don’t read in dim light. 

List A 
Dear Parents, 
 You are hereby requested to help your wards in speaking english 
at home. This paper is meant to help you in your efforts and may 
prove a good starting point.Chilren must understand these sentences. 
 
1. Madam, good morning/good afternoon/ good night/ good bye 
2. Madam , please give me class work/ home work. 
3. Madam , I have no pencil/ notebook/ rubber/sharpner. 
4. Madam, my pencil is broken. 
5. Madam , Please sharpen my Pencil. 
6. Madam , May I come in/ go to bathroom/ drink water/Go to play. 
7. Madam , May I sit/ Stand/ take my food. 
8. Madam , He is beating me/ pushing me/ abusing me/ cheating me/ 
kicking me. 
9. Madam, he is spoiling my clothes/ spoiling the wall. 
10. Madam , Please give me rubber/ Pencil/sharpner/ book/ 
notebook. 
11. Madam , Thank you. 
12. Madam, Iam sorry. 
13. Madam, This is my pencil/ Rubber/ Sharpner/ Book/ Note book. 
14. Madam, I am writing /reading/ eating/ jumping. 
15. Madam, may I open /shut the door/ window. 
 

List B 
Dear Parents, 
    You are hereby requested to help your wards in 
speaking english at home. This paper is meant to help you in your 
efforts and may prove a good starting point children must understand 
these sentences. 
1. Sit down/ stand up/ dance/cry/laugh/ clap/ run/ hands up/hands 
down/ lie down. 
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2. Show me your head [ all parts of body] 
3. Show me your English note book/ Maths note book/ book. 
4. Come in/ go  out/ play outside/ go to your seat/ go to your class. 
5. Touch the door.[ all classroom objects] 
6. Pick up the paper/ pick up your bag. 
7. Throw the paper into dustbin. 
8. Give me your English notebook / Maths notebook / book. 
9. Bring your bag/ notebook/hanky. 
10.Take your note book/pencil/rubber/bag. 
11. close your eyes/note book/ Tiffin/ door/ window. 
12. Open your eyes/ notebook/ Tiffin/ door/ window. 
13. Have your food. 
14. Sit properly /quietly/stand properly/ eat properly/write properly. 
15. Put your legs down/ head down. 
16. Do not spoil your book/ note book/clothes. 
17. Don't jump on the desk / benches. 
18. Don't put your pencil/ finger/ hanky into your mouth. 
19. Don't Talk/ Fight/sleep/cry/ beat/ abuse. 
20. Don't spill water, throw food in to class 

Instructions for the parents 
1. Please do not call the teacher on the phone at the reception . The child has 

notebooks, diary. Please communicate through the notebooks / diary. 
2. Send only a chocolate or 2 toffees per child on your child’s birthday. Please 

don’t send gift to school. 
3. The child is to deposit drawing book, colors ,Maths book,Writing  books (Pbi. 

,Eng.) with the class teachers. 
4. Student should have two note books for Eng, Maths ,Pbi  one will remain with 

teacher other will be given to the student for H/W. 
5. Parents are requested to pay attention towards the H/W .Child should do his 

H/W regularly. 
6. Not more than one leave is sanctioned in a month. 
7. If parents changed their Phone No.Please inform to the school for the same. 
8. For the Query parents can call on this no:-62849-60137 

                     
G.K. LIST OF QUESTIONS (ORAL) 

Ql. What is your name?  

Ans-: My name is ……………………………………………… . 

Q2.How old are you? 

 Ans-:I am 5 years old.  

Q 3.1n which class do you study? 

 Ans-:I study in prep-I class.  
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Q4.In which school do you study? 

Ans-:I study in SMD World School, Kot Sukhia. 

Q5. What is the name of your principal?  

Ans-:The Name of our Principal is Mr. H.S. Sahni . 

Q6.Who is your class teacher? 

Ans-:................................................ is my class teacher. 

Q7.What is the name of your father?  

Ans-: My father name is  ……………………………………. . 

Q8.What is the name of your mother?  

Ans-: My mother name is   …………………………………. . 

Q9. Who is the head of your family? 

Ans-:My father is the head of my family. 

Q10. Where do you stay? 

Ans-:I stay in .............................................. . 

Q11.How many days are there in a week?  

Ans-: There are 7 days in a week.  

Q12.Do you love your family? 

Ans-:Yes,I love my family. 

Q13.Name two animals that gives us milk? 

Ans-:Cow and goat give us milk. 

Q14.Which is our national flower? 

 Ans-: Lotus is our national flower.  
Q15.Name a white flower? 
Ans-:Jasmine is a white flower. 

Rhyming Words 
Sr. No. Words 

1 at    cat ,            bat  ,           rat 
2 an   ban ,          can ,           fan 
3 ap   cap ,           gap ,          lap 
4 ad   mad ,          bad,            sad 
5 it   bit ,             hit ,             lit 
6 in   bin ,             pin ,           tin 
7 ib   bib ,             nib ,          rib 
8 ip   dip ,             hip ,          lip 
9 ix  fix,             mix,            six 

10 id  did,           lid,              kid 
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D. Words 

S.NO WORDS S.NO WORDS S.NO WORDS 
1 cat 19 has 37 car 
2 pin 20 pad 38 sit 

3 fix 21 hit 39 hat 
4 man 22 pip 40 win 
5 did 23 lap 41 mix 

6 tip 24 nib 42 pan 
7 mad 25 mat 43 hid 
8 fit 26 sip 44 pic 
9 dip 27 bat 45 bad 

10 map 28 bin 46 bib 
11 rib 29 sin 47 hip 
12 bag 30 van 48 cap 
13 pig 31 kid 49 zip 

14 rat 32 ink 50 jam 
15 tin 33 sad 51 fig 
16 pit 34 bit 52 can 

17 fan 35 tap 53 six 
18 lid 36 jib 54 lip 

 

Animal’s Name 
 

1. rat 

2. cat 

3. dog 

4. ox 

5. fox 

6. cow 

7. pig 
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FORMATION OF SMALL LETTERS (a-z) 
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FORMATION OF PUNJABI 
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